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Two Approaches to Managing L&D
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• Work hard and accomplish as much as you can
» No goals required
» Report activity, may compare to previous years

• Set specific, measurable goals and then execute with discipline
to come as close as possible to achieving the goals
» Goals are required, even if imperfect
» Reporting is required to compare progress against goal
» Active management is required to take appropriate actions to
achieve plan

• Second approach is harder but delivers greater results
» Used by most other professions
Center for Talent Reporting

Many Kinds of Goals
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Our Focus Will be on the First Two
• High-level organizational goals
» Increase revenue by 10%
» Increase employee engagement by 4 points

• Learning’s impact on those goals (called outcome measures)
» 25% contribution to the revenue goal or 2 pt. increase in
engagement

• Department goals (efficiency and effectiveness measures)
» Implement a new LMS by July1
» Improve the average application rate of learning by 5 points
» Increase the percentage of online and blended learning from 50% to
70%
Center for Talent Reporting

Plan of Action
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1. Discover your organizational goals
2. Meet with the goal owners to
a. Determine if learning has a role to play
- If it appears that it might, explore further with at least a high-level needs
analysis
- If learning does have a role to play, recommend some options. Reach
agreement on program specifics

b. Agree on an outcome measure and other measures of success
- Roles and responsibilities
- Action items

3. Execute with discipline
Center for Talent Reporting

Step 1: Discover your Organization’s
Goals
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• Best practice is to do this proactively, before the new year starts
» At this point they will not be published

• Meet with CEO to learn
» Goals for next year
» Priorities
» Goal owners

• If starting during the year, they should be available
• Ideally, you will find SMART goals
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Step 2a: Meet with Goal Owners,
Reach Agreement on Programs
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• Explore their goal in greater detail
» Is it a new goal, or a new goal owner?
» Are you already supporting it? If you are not, could you?

• Initially, this is a business discussion
» You are not selling training

• If it appears learning could support the goal, do your homework
to confirm or reject learning’s role
• If learning does have a role, come up with specific
recommendations including
» Target audience, type of learning, objectives, completion date, etc.
» Present to goal owner and reach agreement
Center for Talent Reporting

Process Check
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• After you complete this with all the goal owners, you should be
able to generate a slide that shows
»
»
»
»

The organization’s goals
The CEO’s priority for those goals
The names of the goal owners
Key learning programs in support of the goals
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Strategic Alignment Example
Priority
1

2

3

4

Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs
Revenue: Increase Sales by 20% (Gupta)
Corporate Goal or Actual
New product features training
Consultative selling skills
Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20% (Swilthe)
Corporate Goal or Actual
Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries
Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15% (D'Agata)
Corporate Goal or Actual
Training for purchasing agents
Training for all employees on reducing costs
Training for department heads to meet 15% goal
Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80% (Kim)
Corporate Goal or Actual
Design skills for engineers to improve manufacturability
Sourcing training for purchasing to reduce purchased defects
Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications

Center for Talent Reporting
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Unit of
Measure

2015
Actual

2016
Plan

%

10%

20%

%

10%

20%

%

5%

15%

Points

1.6 pts

4 pts

Step 2b: Meet with Goal Owners,
Reach Agreement on Outcomes
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• Next, we need to reach agreement on the outcome measures
and what it will take for both of us to deliver those outcomes
• Outcome measure is the impact of learning on the goal. It might
be expressed as
» The isolated impact of learning on the goal (Phillips level 4)
- Quantitatively, like a 25% contribution to the goal resulting in a 5%
increase in sales
- Qualitatively, like a high or significant impact or very important

» A proxy for the isolated impact
- The application rate (level 3) is the best proxy for level 4

» Or some other measure of success

Center for Talent Reporting

Step 2b: Meet with Goal Owners,
Reach Agreement on Outcomes (cont.)
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• Not as hard as it sounds
• Key point is that we have agreement upfront on a measure of
success
• This is critical
» To determine the level of effort both parties must contribute to
deliver the outcome
- Neither party can do this alone

» To reach agreement upfront on roles and responsibilities

• Provides CEOs and CFOs what they have been wanting to see
» The planned impact from their investment in learning
Center for Talent Reporting

Plan the Meeting with the Goal Owner
• Needs to be with the goal owner
» Only the goal owner has the authority to make the plan
» May start with client stakeholders, but needs to be approved by the
owner
» Start with “Friendlies” who are supportive and who are likely to get it

• Set up appointment with the goal owner to discuss planned results
from the L&D initiative
» 30-60 minutes
» Staff may be present
» Do not let owner delegate the meeting to manager

• Plan should be realistic and achievable

Process to Help Owner Determine
Qualitative Impact (continued)
• By end of discussion, you should have a good idea of the
relative importance of your initiatives compared to the other
factors
» Tells how much is expected from you: a little, a lot? And how much
effort will be required from BOTH of you
- No right or wrong answer
- But it is important for you and the owner to agree on your mutual expectations


Also for other things like application rate and reinforcement



And on your respective roles and responsibilities

» Remember, this is a planning discussion. The goal is to be roughly
right

• You will learn a lot
» Great way to become more of a business partner

Reach Agreement on Outcome Measure
and Roles and Responsibilities
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• Review the planned learning
• Discuss how much of an impact this learning could have on the
goal
» High or significant: meaning the major contributor
- Will require significant effort by the goal owner and L&D
» Medium or very important: perhaps not the major contributor but a very important one
- Will require considerable effort by goal owner and L&D
» Low or important: a lesser but still important contributor
- Will require less effort
» Essential: use sparingly

• Regardless of the adjective, it is critical to match effort with
impact
Center for Talent Reporting

Reach Agreement on Outcome Measure
and Roles and Responsibilities
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• Alternatively, could agree on a percentage contribution towards
the goal
» For example, the sales training will contribute 25% towards
achieving the goal of increasing sales by 20%
- In other words, learning will increase sales by 5%

• If not comfortable with isolated impact, agree on the application
rate, like 80%.
» Will have the same benefit of defining roles and responsibilities with
the goal owner

• A structured discussion to arrive at agreement is contained in
the appendix
Center for Talent Reporting

Sample Program Report for L&D
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Programs in Support of the Goal to Reduce Injuries

Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing
Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries
Impact of Learning: High contribution for 2017

Programs to Reduce Injuries
Develop Two Courses
Efficiency measure: Complete by 1/31
Deliver Two Courses
Efficiency measures
Unique Participants
Total Participants
Percentage complete by 3/31
Effectiveness measures
Level 1: Participants
Level 2: Test score
Level 3: Application rate
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Metric
%
%

2016
Actual
8%
High

2017
Plan
25%
High

Metric

2016
Actual

2017
Plan

Number

NA

2

Number
Number
%

452

3,000

858

6,000

NA

95%

%
%
%

70%

80%

86%

90%

53%

95%

Sample Items from List of Roles and
Responsibilities
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• Goal owner
» Communicate the importance of the learning. Set expectations
» Ensure SMEs are available
» Ensure the target audience takes the training
» Develop and execute a reinforcement plan to ensure employees apply the
learning
» Meet with L&D monthly to manage success

• L&D
» Help goal owner determine appropriate target audience
» Design, develop, and deliver the training
» Provide regular updates to goal owner on key measures
» Advise goal owner on reinforcement to achieve application
» Meet with goal owner monthly to manage success
Center for Talent Reporting

Sample Table Showing Both Alignment
and Impact
Priority
1

2

3

4

Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs
Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal
New product features training
Consultative selling skills
Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal
Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries
Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal
Training for purchasing agents
Training for all employees on reducing costs
Training for department heads to meet 15% goal
Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors
Design skills for engineers to improve manufacturability
Sourcing training for purchasing to reduce purchased defects
Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications

Center for Talent Reporting
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Unit of
Measure

2015
Actual

2016
Plan

%
%

10%
1%

20%
5%

%
%

10%
Medium

20%
High

%
H/M/L

5%
Low

15%
Medium

Points
applied them

1.6 pts
84%

4 pts
95%

Step 3: Execute with Discipline
• Active management requires
»
»
»
»

Having a plan
Knowing where you stand every month
Knowing how the year is likely to end if no special action is taken
Taking special action when appropriate

• Talent Development Reporting Principles (TDRp) provide
standard report formats which show
»
»
»
»

Last year’s actual
This year’s plan
YTD results, comparison to plan
Forecast, comparison to plan

Center for Talent Reporting
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Reports Designed to be used in Monthly
Meetings to Manage/Share Results
• Department Head meeting with direct reports
» Ideally in a 1-2 hour meeting dedicated to managing results
» Cover Summary Reports, Operations Report, Program Reports
» Take management action as necessary to deliver plan

• Program Manager with team
» Use Program Reports to manage program
» Prepare program Report to be shared with Department Head

• Other meetings (Senior Leaders, Board of Governors, CEO)
» Use Summary Report

Center for Talent Reporting
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Sample Program Report for L&D
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Programs in Support of the Goal to Reduce Injuries
Results through June

Goal Owner: Swilthe, VP of manufacturing
Enterprise Goal: Reduce Injuries
Impact of Learning: High contribution

2015
Metric Actual
%
12%
%
NA

2016
Plan
20%
High

YTD
Forecast
Compared
Compared
YTD
to Plan Forecast
to Plan
9%
45%
20%
100%
Below Plan
On Plan

2015
Plan

YTD
Forecast
Compared
Compared
YTD
to Plan Forecast
to Plan

Notes
YTD and FC contribution based on level 1 and 3 results
and ongoing discussions with sponsor

2014
Metric Actual

Programs to Reduce Injuries
1 Deliver Phase 1 Courses
Effectiveness measures
Level 1: Participants
Sponsor
Level 2: Test score
Level 3: Application rate
Efficiency measures
Unique Participants
Total Participants
Percentage complete by 3/31

%
%
%
%

70%

80%

85%

5% above

82%

2% above

75%

90%

88%

2% below

88%

2% below

86%

90%

95%

5% above

92%

2% above

53%

95%

75%

20% below

95%

On plan

Number
Number
%

452

3,000

2,800

93%

3,200

107%

858

6,000

5,542

92%

6,300

105%

NA

95%

92%

97%

92%

97%

2 Develop Phase 2 Courses
Efficiency measure: Complete by 3/31
Effectiveness measure: Sponsor Satisfaction

Number
%

NA

3

3

100%

3

100%

NA

90%

90%

100%

90%

100%

%
%
%
%

NA

80%

80%

On plan

82%

2% above

NA

90%

90%

On plan

88%

2% below

NA

90%

92%

2% above

90%

On plan

NA

95%

71%

14% below

95%

On plan

Number
Number
%

NA

1,000

892

89%

1,100

110%

NA

3,000

2,651

88%

3,200

107%

NA

90%

88%

98%

92%

102%

3 Deliver Phase 2 Courses
Effectiveness measures
Level 1: Participants
Sponsor
Level 2: Test score
Level 3: Application rate
Efficiency measures
Unique Participants
Total Participants
Percentage complete by 7/31
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Notes

YTD sample size = 1872
YTD sample size = 3848
YTD sample size = 270. Reinforcement plan in place
Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

YTD sample size = 39
YTD sample size = 98
YTD sample size = 215. Reinforcement plan in place
Manufacturing leaders responsible for attendance

L&D Summary Report
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Results Through June
For 2016
Priority Business Goals and Supporting L&D Programs
1

Revenue: Increase Sales by 20%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Impact of L&D Initiatives: 25% contribution to goal

Unit of
Measure

2015
Actual

YTD
Results

Plan

%
%

10%
1%

20%
5%

20%

100%
On plan

25%

125%
Above plan

%
H/M/L

10%
Med

20%
High

15%

75%
Below Plan

20%

100%
On plan

%
H/M/L

5%
Low

15%
Med

2%

13%
Below Plan

10%

67%
Below Plan

Points
% who applied them

1.6 pts
84%

4 pts
95%

2.9 pts
80%

73%
15% below

3.5 pts
90%

100%
5% below

% of Plan Forecast

Forecast as
% of Plan

New product features training
Consultative selling skills
2

Safety: Reduce Injuries by 20%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal
Safety programs to address top five causes of injuries

3

Costs: Reduce Operating Expenses by 15%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Impact of L&D Initiatives: Medium Impact on goal
Training for purchasing agents
Training for all employees on reducing costs
Training for department heads to meet 15% goal

4

Quality: Improve Quality Score by 4 Points to 80%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Proxy for impact: Application of Key Behaviors
Design skilsls for engineers to improve manufactuarability
Sourcing training for purchasing toreduce purchased defects
Cell leader training to ensure manufacturing to specifications
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L&D Summary Report (continued)
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For 2016
Priority HR Goals and Supporting L&D Programs
A
Engagement: Increase Engagement Score by 3 Points to 69.4%

Corporate Goal or Actual
Impact of L&D Initiatives: Low Impact on goal

Unit of
Measure

2015
Actual

YTD
Results

Plan

Points
H/M/L

1 pt
Low

3 pts
Low

1.9 pts

63%
On plan

3 pts

100%
On plan

Points
H/M/L

1 pt
Med

4 pts
High

2.2 pts

63%
On plan

4 pts

100%
On plan

Points

-3 pts

5 pts

2 pts

67%

5 pts

100%

% favorable
% favorable
Score
% who applied it

74%
NA
78%
51%

80%
80%
85%
65%

77%
68%
83%
55%

3% below
12% below
2% below
10% below

78%
75%
85%
63%

2% below
5% below
On plan
2% below

%
%
%

85%
82%
73%

88%
85%
92%

72%
84%
67%

16% below
1% below
15% below

88%
90%
78%

On plan
5% above
14% below

Number 109,618 147,500
Number 40,729 45,300

67,357
36,998

46%
82%

145,000
44,000

98%
97%

% of Plan Forecast

Forecast as
% of Plan

IDP for each employee to include some training
Increase use of online learning for general development
B

Leadership: Improve Score by 4 Points to 75%
Corporate Goal or Actual
Impact of L&D Initiatives: High Impact on goal
Intro to Supervision
Leadership for managers
Advanced leadership for department heads

C

Retention: Improve Retention of Top Performers by 5 Points to 90%
Corporate Goal or Actual
No training identified
Effectiveness Measures
Participant Feedback
Sponsor Feedback
Learning
Application rate
Efficiency Measures
Percentage of employees reached by L&D
Percentage of ee's with development plan
Percentage of courses developed on time
Participants in All Programs
Total Participants
Unique Participants
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How Do You Know if You Are On Plan
for the Outcome Measures?
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• Comparison to a control group
» Difference in performance to a similarly situated group

• Participant and supervisor estimation
» Ask them about the isolated impact of their learning
- How much of your increased sales is due to the sales training you took six
months ago?
- How confident are you in that estimate? (or just use 50%)

» Multiply the two together to get the confidence-adjusted estimate
» Find the average for all who respond
» Compare to plan

Center for Talent Reporting

How Do You Know if You Are On Plan
for the Outcome Measures?
• Review of performance against plan for your efficiency and
effectiveness measures like
» Number of participants
» Completion date
» Participant feedback
» Learning scores
» Application rate

» This is the Kirkpatrick chain of evidence: If all your efficiency and
effectiveness measures are on plan and if the goal is being
achieved, then learning must be on plan.

• In-depth statistical analysis to isolate the impact or learning
» Need lots of data and a budget of $50,000+
Center for Talent Reporting
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Summary
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• Improve your results by
» Creating a plan to impact organization goals. Requires
- Knowledge of and alignment to the organizational goals
- Discussion with goal owners
- Agreement on programs and measures of success including outcome,
efficiency and effectiveness measures
- Agreement on roles and responsibilities for both parties

» Executing the plan with discipline. Requires
- Reports showing year-to-date results versus plan
- Taking actions to get back/stay on plan

• Will help us become more impactful, strategic business partners

Center for Talent Reporting

Learn More about Running Learning
with Business Discipline
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• Nonprofit Center for Talent Reporting dedicated to improving the
measurement, reporting and management of human capital
» Home of Talent Development Reporting Principles

• Visit us at www.CenterforTalentReporting.org
»
»
»
»
»

Introduction to TDRp whitepapers
Over 700 measures
More than 70 sample statements and reports
Guidance on implementation
Webinar, workshop and conference registration

• Contact for more information:
» Dave Vance: DVance@CenterforTalentReporting.org
Center for Talent Reporting

Appendix: The Discussion with Goal
Owner to Reach Agreement on the
Outcome Measure

Center for Talent Reporting
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Agreeing on Qualitative Impact
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• A good starting point for those new to isolated impact
discussions with goal owners. Try for agreement on a
qualitative impact like High, Medium, Low, or Essential
• “Essential” should be used
sparingly.
» Only where the mission could not be
accomplished without the L&D initiative
» If the mission could be accomplished
without the initiative, even though it may
take longer and/or be more expensive,
the initiative is not “Essential”

Talent Development Reporting principles • CTR

• High
• Medium
• Low
• Essential

Process to Help Owner Determine
Qualitative Impact (continued)
• If the initiative is not deemed essential then
1. Ask owner to list all factors or drivers contributing to goal.
2. Ask owner to prioritize factors
3. Use ranking to discuss relative importance

• If one factor is dominant (more important than all others and by
itself responsible for most of the goal), label it “High Impact”
• If no factor is dominant, but one or two are very important and
considerably more important than the others, label them
“Medium Impact”
• Label all the other factors “Low Impact”
• Should not have more than one High and two Mediums

Reaching Agreement: An Example
Start with list of drivers

• Potential drivers to increase sales by 10%
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hiring five new salespeople
Growth in economy
New salesperson incentive system
New advertising campaign
Growth in market share due to new products
Consultative sales and product features training

Reaching Agreement: An Example
Prioritize relative contribution

Prioritized Drivers
1. Growth in economy
2. Consultative sales and
product features training
3. Growth in market share due
to new products
4. New salesperson incentive
system
5. Hiring 5 new salespeople
6. New advertising campaign

Reaching Agreement: An Example
Assign relative contribution

Prioritized Drivers
1. Growth in economy

Relative
contribution
High

2. Consultative sales and
product features training

Medium

3. Growth in market share due
to new products

Medium

4. New salesperson incentive
system

Low

5. Hiring 5 new salespeople

Low

6. New advertising campaign

Low

Agreeing on Quantitative Impact: The
Percentage Contribution Method
(This will a number or %)
• Good for second or third-year discussions.
• Starts like qualitative approach
1.
2.

Ask owner to list all factors contributing to achieving the goal
Now ask owner to prioritize the factors

• Then ask owner to list the expected % contribution of each.
Work the percentages until they add up to 100%
• The percentage next to the HR initiative in question is what we
are looking for. This is the planned isolated impact of the
initiative on achieving the business goal.
• Note that the expected impact came from the owner, not L&D

Reaching Agreement: An Example
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Prioritize and assign contribution %

Prioritized Drivers

% contribution

1. Growth in economy

50%

2. Consultative sales and product features training

20%

3. Growth in market share due to new products

15%

4. New salesperson incentive system

5%

5. Hiring 5 new salespeople

5%

6. New advertising campaign

5%

Center for Talent Reporting
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Proxy Measures
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• Definition: An alternative choice
of measure, used when a better
measure is not available
• We use proxies every day
» Example: Years of education as a
proxy for intelligence
» Not perfect but often better than
nothing

• For level 4 impact the best
proxy is level 3 application
» Application is a leading indicator
for impact
Talent Development Reporting principles • CTR

• Proxy: related to the Latin word
procuratia or procuratio, meaning
substitute agent or authorized stand
in.
• A neighbor to the Latin word
approximatus meaning, to draw
near to or to be close to.

